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Presentation objectives
• Survey the diversity of ethical 

principles/frameworks/guidance for public health 
practice during an influenza pandemic

• Illustrate the complexity of translating principles 
into practice through select examples

• Introduce ways to view & discuss the integration 
of ethics within public health



Outline
• Rationale: ethics in practice & policy
• Brief overview & history of Cdn pandemic 

planning
• Sample of international comparisons re: 

goals & guiding principles
• Eg: complexity of arguments for fair 

allocation of scarce resources
• Potential directions and frames for 

discussion
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Emerging Professional Standards

"Public Health Ethics”
• PHAC Core Competencies for Public Health in 

Canada (2007) requires practitioners to:
– “Utilize public health ethics to manage self, others, 

information and resources”(Leadership section 7.3)

• Quebec Public Health Program (2003-2013) 
requires practitioners to:
– Develop their “ethical expertise” so as to integrate 

“values and ethical principles into the exercise of 
each of the public health functions” (Section 3)
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Emerging Policy Standards
“Ethical Governance”

• Requires that policy-making process be:
– Fair, Equitable, Transparent &Accountable

• Encourages that policies be explicitly values-
based, and that policy-makers account for 
the impact of their decisions, especially on:
– Equity, Solidarity & Social Justice
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(WHO Euro Health for All Update, 2005)



Historical Roots of Public Health

• State intervention and 
health paternalism
– Authoritarian, even 

coercive, enforcement
– Goals: protect 

common good, 
promote utility

• Progressive Social 
Reform Movements
– Mitigate worst 

consequences of 
industrial revolution

– Goals: protect inherent 
value/dignity of all, 
promote equity

Reactions to real or perceived infectious disease threats



Canada (CPIP 2006)
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Goals
• “To minimize morbidity and mortality and to 

minimize societal disruption”

Principles
1.Protect and promote the public's health
2.Ensure equity and distributive justice
3.Respect the inherent dignity of all persons
4.Use the least restrictive means
5.Optimize the risk/benefit ratio
6.Work with transparency and accountability
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Ethics & Pandemic Planning in 
Canada

• 1988 & 1996 National Plans
– No explicit ethical framework
– Guided first WHO Global Influenza Plan (1999)

• Pre &Post SARS
– 2002 Federal Ethics Consultation
– 2004 Ontario Ethical Framework Chapter
– 2005 Stand on Guard for Thee + First WHO Checklist of Legal & 

Ethical Issues
– 2006 CPIP
– 2007 Montreal Roundtable on Public Health Ethics
– 2007-09 Provincial & Local Integration (PEI, NS, Fraser Valley, 

etc. + numerous hospital committees)



EG: Applying CPIP Principles ?
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PHAC Pandemic Vaccine Prioritization Framework 2009



WHO/EC 2005
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(Guerrier, 2008)



WHO Ethical Considerations (2007)
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• Balance rights, interests & 
values

• Use best available evidence, 
but remain flexible

• Seek transparency, public 
engagement & social 
mobilization

• Inform, educate & 
communicate

• Justify resource constraints 
and allocations



WHO Working Group Issues (2007)
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1. equitable access to 
therapeutics & prophylactics

2. the ethics of imposing public 
health measures

3. the role& obligations of health 
care workers

4. international obligations of 
governments and the 
development & coordination 
of a global response to 
potential outbreaks



PAHO 2007 Assessment Tool
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WHO Euro (2007)
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Principles
1.Maximize health protection
2.Ensure equitable & fair decisions
3.Ensure fair procedures & accountability



WHO Euro (2007)
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Québec (PIP Health Mission 2006)
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Goals
• “Save lives and preserve the health & well-being 

of the people”

Pandemic Ethics Principles
• Protection, Solidarity, Responsibility & Sound 

Management
Public HealthEthicsPrinciples
• the public interest, beneficience, non-maleficence, 

autonomy,  respect for confidentiality & privacy, 
responsibility, solidarity, protection of vulnerable 
individuals, groups & communities, justice 



Québec (PIP Health Mission 2006)
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Activities
1.protect the health of the public (public health)

2.provide medical care (physical health)

3.ensure people’s psychosocial well-being 
(psychosocial response)

4.provide clear, relevant and mobilizing 
information (communication)

5.keep the network [of health and social services] 
working (continuity of services)



Nova Scotia Decision-Making 
Framework (2007)
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New Zealand 
(Getting Through Together 2006)
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Goals
• “To protect the people, the society, and the 

economy”

Ethical values to informdecisions
1. Minimizing harm
2. Respect/manaakitanga
3. Fairness
4. Neighbourliness/whãnaungatanga
5. Reciprocity
6. Unity/kotahitanga



France (National Plan 2007)
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Goals
• “To protect the French mainland and overseas 

population”… notably by “ensuring social 
cohesion based on ethical principles”

SharedEthical Values
1. Duty of solidarity at all levels
2. Duty of HCP to provide care, & of society to protect them, their

families, and the families of victims
3. Fair & Transparent resource allocation
4. Rejection of stigmatization
5. Citizen duty to participate in maintaining continuity
6. Commitment to work with global community



EG: Most Discussed Issue: 
Allocation of Scarce Resources
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Apparent Int’l Consensus:
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Reduce Morbidity/Mortality & Maintain 
Health/Essential Infrastructure
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Why only 1 of 27 National Plans lists 
limiting social disruption or 
economic losses as a rationale for 
prioritizing access to vaccine?

Mulitple approaches to reducing M&M:
• prevention or treatment?
• at individual, group or pop level?
• by risk, role, or health status?

Who is essential to essential services?



What is fair allocation?
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Fair Innings + Public Order Argument

EG: Germany – after HCW 
+ essential personnel, 
general population 
vaccinated by year of birth 
starting with youngest



Pure Egalitarian Argument
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What is fair allocation?
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What is fair allocation?
Utility = “Social Value” Argument



Utility + Egalitarian Argument
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What is fair allocation?

EG: Canada, Netherlands and 
others – contracting for 
significant majority of population 
to receive vaccine



Let location or status set “priority”
• Social settings/standings that influence 

access (or not) to health resources:
– Prisons (domestic & in conflict zones)
– Long-term care facilities
– Migrants, tourists, undocumented workers
– Disadvantaged groups & individuals
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What is fair allocation?



What is fair allocation?
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Let surge capacity set “priority”



What is fair allocation?
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Let purchasing power set “priority”



Switzerland (2009)
• Goals

“Preserving life & minimizing # of victims”
• CorePrinciples

Preserving Life &Solidarity
• AdditionalPrinciples

Individualfreedom, proportionality, privacy, 
fairness, trust, reciprocity, the “least unfair
solution”

• If scarcity, then “every effort must be made to 
make more resources available”
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Switzerland (2009)
• Allocation of scarce treatments

Phase 1 – none, distribute to everyone in 
need, based on first come first served

Phase 2 – reserve for those whose condition 
is most threatening

Phase 3- reserve for those with best 
chance of survival
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Health Ethics Spectrum
Clinical ------------ Public

Clinical ethics
• Context: fiduciary 

responsibility of clinician 
in therapeutic contract 
with patient, legitimized 
by informed consent of 
patient

• Pattern of practice:
patient seeks out 
clinician, may accept or 
reject advice

Public Health ethics
• Context: contract is with 

society as a whole, 
legitimized by policies 
and law of government

• Pattern of practice:
patient sought by PH 
practitioner, may not be 
able to refuse advice



“Doing ethics” is

• Descriptive work –using skills of analysis 
to determine what values actually doguide
our decisions 

• Normative work – using ethical resources 
to determine what values should guide our 
decisions 

• Practical work – applying values to our 
work
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(Jiwani, 2001)



Dimensions of Public Health Ethics
Ethics in Public Health
• Moral goals and implications of public health activities 

(particularly in relation to trade-offs between collective 
goods and individual interests, and with other goals) 

Ethics of Public Health
• Professional focus, especially virtues to foster trust 

placed in officials to act for the public good
Ethics for Public Health
• Overriding value of healthy communities, pragmatic 

advocacy for vulnerable populations
(Gostin, 2001)



Identifying & addressing issues requires
1. Recognize that ethical dimensions exist
2. Identify specificethical issues
3. Identifiyguidelines and tools for ethical reasoning
4. Decide who is responsible for which ethical 

decisions
5. Prepare responsible parties to engage in ethical 

decision making
6. Put plans into action
7. Evaluate whether the action achieved the intended 

result
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Levels of Ethical Awareness

(Thomas et al, 2009)



Stewardship, Trust, Solidarity

Ethics is “a search for those values, virtues 
and principles necessary for people to 
live together in peace, mutual respect 
&justice.” (Callahan & Jennings, 2002)

“We seem to have good plans in place, but 
we don’t know whether they are sufficient –
this has yet to be proven in a real case.”
(WHO/EC Futures Forum, 2007)


